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Why Access Regulation?

•The starting point is the view that access 
regulation is necessary to achieve diverse 
social goals
•Access regulation is “purposive” in the 
sense that it is designed to generate or 
promote specific welfare-enhancing 
outcomes



Plausible Goals

• Access regulation aims to
– Promote price competition
– Promote product and service innovation
– Promote facilities-based entry when feasible 
– And, promote investment by the incumbent
This agenda is quite ambitious 
– fulfillment has been spotty 
– leading to ad hoc changes in regulatory approaches
– and adjustments in access obligations



Are Private Incentives Insufficient?

• Unfortunately, incumbent’s private incentives to offer 
access voluntarily on socially desirable terms could be 
(and likely are) distorted
– ability and incentive to overprice access to those who needed it: 

i.e., act as a monopolist
– ability and incentive to discriminate against access-seekers who 

compete with it thereby imposing additional  opportunity cost of
providing access

• Policy dilemma: 
– If access tightly regulated, incentives to discriminate in access 

terms (price and quality) could be potent    
– If access loosely regulated, incentives to discriminate are weaker 

but price of access above “competitive” level, which can defeat 
the objectives of granting access



So Why Not Competition Policy?
• Better geared to deal with past conduct and/or 

actual foreclosure 
• Not equipped to promote a particular outcome 

but, rather, to foster a broad goal of protecting 
competition

• Not necessarily able to dictate actual terms on 
which access should be granted

• Competition authority may lack in technical  
expertise 

Chicago-induced analytical reluctance to 
acknowledge incumbent’s incentives to 
foreclose or exclude



Which Way Forward?

• (New)2 I.O. profoundly recognizes that behavioral 
incentives along the vertical chain can be complex 

• Incumbent with market power at one stage of production 
or over one component of product (service) may have 
incentives to extend its market power to (potentially) 
competitive stages or components

• Important to understand these incentives (causes of 
alleged market failure) in order to diagnose proper 
remedies and quantify the welfare effects

• Regulatory intervention should then remedy the well-
identified reason for market failure without undue 
disruption of the  market practices of the incumbent 
firm(s)



So Where Are We?
• With some years of experience, a good time to take 

stock and examine the successes and failures of access 
regulation 

• Evidence indicates that access-seekers and access-
providers respond to the incentives embedded in the 
access regime

• These responses are not necessarily what the regulator 
hoped for  
– Both sides will try to game the mechanism 
– Both sides’ investment incentives will be altered and redirected 

to/from activities whose RoR’s are most directly affected by the 
access regime

– There will be opportunistic (unsustainable) entry and intensified  
efforts by the incumbent to protect its domain (or undermine the
domain of the access-seeker)



What Works?

• Access regulations that clearly address 
substantial and persistent market failure(s) 

• Rules that are easily implementable and 
verifiable given the available cost and demand 
data 

• Rules that induce parties to enter into voluntary 
transactions and which do not disadvantage 
subsequent entrants

• Well-defined sunset provisions that align parties’
and regulator’s goals 
For additional basic advice, see, e.g., J Ordover and R Willig, “Practical Rules for Pricing Access 
in Telecommunications,” attached as a pdf file.



New Challenges in Access Design

• Bundled offerings at retail
• Pervasive price discrimination at retail 
• Facilities-based competition: two-way 

access and interconnection
• Two-sided markets



Unbundling 

What goals to be achieved in telecoms?
– Migration to facilities-based competition

• lowers entry impediments 
• enhances wholesale competition

– More effective retail competition (as 
compared to resale) in local telephony 
and broadband



Telecoms: A Mixed Success?

• In the US, UNE-P attractive to CLECs at 
TELRIC rates
– CLECs’ incentives to build facilities lessened
– Mixed evidence whether curtailed ILECs’

investments  
– Deregulation of UNE-P portends collapse of 

AT&T, MCI mass market business
– Effect: old Ma Bell being reconstituted
– But new technologies offer the competitive 

constraint



Telecoms: The Ladder of 
Investment

• One rationale for unbundling and access has been to 
stimulate investment by access-seekers

• Evidence from various jurisdictions is mixed …
especially in fixed and mobile segments but less so in 
broadband 

• Not surprising given that access is attractively priced …
– Investment targets? 
– Wait till brands are built up?

• Plausibly, replicating existing infrastructure is not an 
effective business strategy …
– New technologies/platforms by-pass existing networks
– Increase importance of interconnection => 2-way access 



Natural Monopoly vs. Market Test

Section 44G(2)(b) necessary requirement for declaration: 
“uneconomical … to develop another facility
•How to test for “uneconomical”? 
•Issue raised by the access application of to NCC by FMG for 
access to Mt Newman railway line
•NCC test is a cost-based test: is the service a natural 
monopoly (see the Moomba-Sydney Pipeline) over the 
anticipated realizations of demand?
•The test focuses on the costs to society as a whole when the 
facilities are duplicated

– eg., if TC = F + mQ then duplication is wasteful



Market Test

• U.S. test for “declaration” based on the 
“essential facilities” approach: is it “practicable 
and feasible” to construct another facility?

• This is a “profitability”-based test
• It may be profitable for a rival to duplicate “an 

essential facility” (or a service) even if 
dAC/dQ<0

• As example, consider N-firm Cournot model with 
costs as above. In a free-entry Cournot-Nash 
equilibrium N*>1 if demand is strong enough. 



Natural Monopoly Test

• NMT is plausibly preferable when “presence or entry of 
another facility is not at issue”

1. no parallel facility in place
2. no independent commitment to construct such facility

• Given (1) and (2) above, test of the “uneconomical”
criterion must rely heavily on purely technical criteria

• Profitability criterion could be difficult to implement 
since “profitability” of entry depends on costs + post-
entry game

• But if facility has been duplicated (or will be 
irrespective of the declaration) then it makes no sense 
to examine whether it is “uneconomical” to duplicate 
=> market has spoken and criterion (b) is not met  



Challenges for the NMT

• Market evidence of entry trumps NMT
• Testing for natural monopoly through 

subadditivity of the technical cost function 
likely omits possible inefficiencies of 
resulting from sharing 
– Contractual difficulties
– Service issues

• Ex post test with duplicative facilities 
assesses only dCi/dQi (i=1,2)



Ex-Ante Regulation and Joint Dominance: 
Access to Mobile Networks

•Access to mobile networks by MVNOs
intense regulatory scrutiny in HK, Ireland, 
France
•Regulator’s view: absence of access deals 
w/ MVNOs evidence of joint exercise of SMP 
by MNOs
•But refusal to grant access can be a rational 
unilateral strategy by an MNO

–Can credible punishment strategy be devised that 
would deter deviation from coordinated outcome? 
Compare France vs. Ireland



MVNO Access (cont.)
• Reliance on joint dominance (aka “coordinated 

effects”) models as basis for finding collusion is 
novel

• Do we know enough to detect coordination in 
the access game based on observable evidence 
in the absence of explicit exchange of 
information between MNOs?

• Access negotiations can fail for a variety of 
reasons –pretext vs. inadequate offers from weal 
candidates

• How many deals is good enough: need a  
definition of a major MVNO 



MVNO Access (cont.)
• Is there a need for upstream access if downstream 

competition (for mobile customers) is working 
effectively?
– Price competition
– Targeting of special groups: pre- vs post-paid
– Innovation

• If retail markets are effectively competitive, intrusive ex 
ante imposition of access requirement can do more harm 
than good
– In HK and Ireland access obligations as part of new 3G license!

• It affects distribution of bargaining strength, props up 
inefficient entrants, and may require continuous 
monitoring of access terms despite effective competition 
downstream 



Access and Vertical Mergers

• Economists routinely use models to 
simulate price effects of horizontal 
mergers.

• Growing interest in assessing the 
incentives to supply rivals w/ access to 
inputs post-vertical merger

• Vertical merger simulators pose more 
special modeling challenges.
– A range of interrelated forces need to be 

modeled need structural models 
customized to institutional details of 
specific industry



Current Examples: SBC/AT&T 
and Verizon/MCI  Mergers

• SBC/AT&T and MCI/Verizon transactions  illustrate the need for 
and potential use of vertical simulators.
– Applicable more generally, e.g., EchoStar/DirectTV.

• SBC and Verizon are the largest in-region providers of special 
access input to other telecom firms, such as AT&T and MCI. 

• SBC and Verizon compete today with AT&T and MCI in 
providing telecom services to businesses that require “special 
access” input

• Each merger will combine a large upstream provider of an input 
(special access) and a downstream competitor.

– Vertical simulator needed to gauge impact on price of 
access!!



Two Main Forces Operating on 
Prices

• Vertical squeeze
– After the mergers, SBC (Verizon) would become large 

provider of data and voice services to business customers.
– Rivals that provide voice and data services mostly rely on 

special access supplied by these RBOCs
– Would the large footprint in business services result in SBC 

and Verizon charging higher prices for access in order to 
“squeeze” rivals?

– Bigger RBOC share downstream not enough to establish that 
squeeze incentives increase

– Depends on cross elasticities downstream: 
• between AT&T and SBC vs. between AT&T and other 

downstream firms … if the former is big and latter is 
small, then the squeeze incentive decreases

Effect on access prices?



Two Main Forces Operating on 
Prices

• Vertical efficiencies: Eliminate double marginalization
– AT&T (MCI) would gain from lower special (and switched) 

access costs
– As such, reduced access input costs to AT&T (MCI) would tend 

to lower prices for business services. 
• More generally, vertical integration creates incentives for the 

upstream firm to lower input prices.
– This is true even when the upstream firm has to price uniformly 

to all similarly situated downstream customers and the upstream 
firm does not control the price-output decision of the new 
downstream affiliate. 

– Post transaction, access revenues less key to overall profitability
Lower access prices



But need to consider that…. 

• Removal of AT&T (MCI) as special 
access customers with strong self-
provision (by-pass) possibilities
– If AT&T/MCI are likely to build out much 

more than other  customers 
Higher upstream prices



Results So Far 
• Price effects of vertical merger on access price 

depend on the net effect of all the above forces
– Need to quantify each effect
– To quantify … need a vertical simulator tailored to 

these markets 
– Simulator cannot be a simple reduced form model 

with few parameters…need a structural model with 
enough parameters to reflect all the forces at work

– Need a large amount of data in order to calibrate such 
model… more than horizontal simulators



Final Comment
• The interactions like this one, between industry 

participants, regulators, and economists are key 
to sound public policy

• Since competition is the best means of securing 
efficient outcomes, regulatory focus should be 
on lifting barriers to competition and on 
promotion of sustainable and effective 
competition 

• Perfect competition is not the correct benchmark 
and market departures from that benchmark 
should not warrant heavy-handed intervention


